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Abstract

Terrain modeling has been an important area of computer graphics and GIS for
more than 20 years and despite this long history many problems still prevail.
One of the important challenges is an interactive physics-based authoring and
editing of large scale terrains. Most of published work use a regular grid to
represent a terrain elevation data. Due to the simplicity of this representation,
visualization and processes such as editing, thermal erosion, water erosion, etc.
could be easily and efficiently implemented. However, such a regular structure
cannot provide an adaptive level of detail. Moreover, as the resolution of the
data structure is fixed, a smallest detail of the terrain is essentially defined and
the mesh cannot capture any finer features which are clearly visible on close-
ups (without enormous memory requirements). This problem could be solved by
using irregular (or pseudo-irregular) structures such as a triangulation, quad-tree,
etc. But it brings new problems and challenges.

This work describes the state of the art of interactive terrain modeling. We will
mostly focus on terrains covered by granular materials such as, e.g., sand. This
work also contains description of our method for interactive modeling and editing
of sand-covered terrains based on triangulated irregular network (TIN).

First we describe basic data structures used for granular terrain representations
in computer graphics, followed by a minimum geometry knowledge about the De-
launay triangulation and triangulations in general. Next, methods for interactive
modeling of sand are described in detail. Then we concentrate on the state of
the art of the terrain erosion modeling in computer graphics and state of the art
of haptic visualization of the terrains. Then our improvements and published
algorithms are presented.
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1 Introduction

This work contains mainly state of the art of interactive sand-covered terrain
modeling. The reader will be guided to the description of our method – an inter-
active sand-covered terrain model, which is based on a Delaunay triangulation,
allows real-time thermal erosion modeling, and contains set of virtual tools which
are used to deform the terrain by the user. These tools can be optionally con-
trolled with the haptic device which provides a force feedback to the user and
adds more fidelity to the simulation process.

Terrain modeling and model editing in general is an important part of computer
graphics that is used in wide range of disciplines (such as GIS, game development,
physical simulations, CAD, etc.). The basis of such methods and applications is
a deformable model (DM) which will be described later.

The most often data structure for an interactive terrain modeling is a regular grid.
It is mainly used for its implementation simplicity and it is ideal for small, uni-
formly distributed terrain. When the terrain model becomes too variable, large
parts of the grid structure become redundant and for a larger terrain data the
terrain model memory consumption is high. This can be solved by compression
of such a structure. But these methods lost the simplicity and efficiency of the
grid. The task can be also solved by using an irregular data structure (such as,
e.g., tree structures, or triangulations). These data structures are more memory
efficient (in more cases) and scalable but they have some major drawbacks. For
uniform data they have certain geometric overhead, the implementation is not
so straightforward as for a grid, and they have performance handicap for global
deforming operations.
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2 Data Structures for Sand Modeling

The most important part of each method for the terrain modeling is a data
structure used to store terrain data. Usability, performance, and efficiency of the
method depend on the qualities of this data structure. Therefore, this section
contains an overview of existing data structures which are used for the modeling
of sand. In the terrain modeling in general the terrain representation is known as
the Digital Terrain Model (DTM). An overview of digital terrain modeling could
be found in the paper published by Weilber and Heller [66]. As we are choosing
a suitable DTM approach, we have to consider these general tasks related to the
terrain modeling:

• DTM generation: model construction; sampling of the original terrain data,

• DTM manipulation: modification and refinement of the terrain model,

• DTM interpretation: analysis and information extraction from DDM,

• DTM visualization: graphical rendering of DDM and derived information,

• DTM application: development of appropriate application for specific dis-
cipline. Each application has its own specific requirements.

2D versus 3D Terrains

The first thing that we need to take into account in a terrain (especially sand)
modeling is the dimension of samples of a terrain shape. Basically, there are
two ways to sample a terrain data – 2D and 3D. The 3D approach is obviously
more general and it can capture any shape of the terrain. Unfortunately, the
computation and memory costs of such a terrain model could be very high as it
is mentioned in [63].

For many applications the 2D model is sufficient even though it cannot describe
cavities (e.g., overhangs and tunnels). Such a model considers only the surface
of the terrain and is often called 2.5D model or Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
For a sand the 2D model is sufficient (as it is mentioned in [6]), because sand
does not contain cavities in a steady state. The nature of a sand is to smooth
any eventual abrupt terrain features.

2.1 Static Terrains

In the following subsections we will mention terrain models from the view of their
time variety. Let us first consider the most simple case – the static terrain model
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which does not change its shape in time and which is homogeneous. Note that
such a representation is often used in GIS-related methods.

Grid-based Terrains

As it has been said, in the interactive terrain modeling techniques the most used
data structure for the terrain representation is a regular grid also called heightmap
or heightfield (see Figure 2.1, [5, 6, 7, 4, 17, 64, 39, 42, 41, 68]). Heightmap models
are usually represented as a raster image which is used to store a surface elevation
data – each cell indicates the height of the terrain in a given location. Such
models have uniformly distributed height samples, they are easy to implement,
they are fast, and provide reasonably realistic appearance. However, due to their
nature, they are not capable of providing an adaptive level of the detail. The
memory required for the grid is a quadratic function of the smallest detail that
we want to preserve in the terrain. For example, grid with the sample size 1cm
and the terrain size 10m requires 1M height samples. Such a resolution could be
sufficient in the global scale, but it cannot hold details for close-ups. Another
example where grid approaches fail is a terrain which is almost flat and in a few
areas, there is a very detailed relief.

Figure 2.1: An example of the surface mapped by a regular grid [60].

Height-span maps

Because a heightfield is a single-valued function, on itself it cannot represent
granular material on objects. Height-span maps (HS maps) are special matrices
which overcome this restriction and which contain the height distribution of a
given object. HS maps are somewhere between heightfield and voxel represen-
tation. The described model is represented by a grid, but each cell of this grid
contains a transition list (the list of heights). So each cell stores multiple intervals
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as it is depicted in Figure 2.2. Therefore, unlike grid, such a representation can
describe cavities. HS maps have been proposed by Onoue and Nishita [42] and
further used, e.g., by Festenberg and Gumhold [64].

Figure 2.2: HS map of torus. Each red/green rectangle represents the up-
per/lower side of the height span, and each blue rectangle is for the upper limit
of granular material on each height span [42].

Adaptive Terrains

Adaptive terrain representations are used much more rarely (e.g., [3, 8, 45, 46,
50, 59, 60, 63]). This fact could be caused mainly by their more difficult imple-
mentation. From irregular data structures, a quad-tree is the primary choice for
adaptive graphics applications. GIS applications rather use triangulated terrains
due to their adaptability. The use of complicated data structures brings some
overhead, which means that we need more computation time (in comparison with
the grid) and in certain cases such applications require more memory.

2.2 Dynamic Terrains

To model complex simulations it is necessary to incorporate changing of the model
in time. For more sophisticated data structures it is not trivial to keep the model
updated. The core of each dynamic terrain is the deformable model (DM). The
DM describes properties, topology of the continuum and behavior of entities in
the continuum in time. The term ”deformable model” has been introduced by
Kass, Witkin and Terzopoulos in [29] in 1988 for image segmentation.
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In more general case the DM describes behavior of (at least) two entities variable
in time with the dimension N . Interfaces of these entities have dimension N − 1.
The solution of this problem usually cannot be solved exactly. Behavior is often
described by a partial differential equation (PDE). Therefore, the PDE is solved
numerically. Methods using DM can be subdivided into two groups according to
a sampling of the continuum (or its parametrization) to Eulerian methods and
Lagrandian methods.

2.2.1 Eulerian Approach

Eulerian methods regularly sample the continuum to the grid. Eulerian approach
is also known known as front capturing method in computational physics. Two
most important Eulerian methods are level-set method published by Osher and
Sethian [43] and volume-of-fluid method published by Hirt and Nichols [27].

Level-set Method

This method samples the continuum in the regular intervals to the grid. Inter-
faces are described by the function Φ which is defined in hyperplane space of
the interfaces. This allows to model complex topology changes, sharp interface
corners, etc. Time complexity of the level-set method is O(N2) in E2, where
N is the number of samples (grid cells), and O(N3) in E3. Because of huge
memory demand, the space is usually restricted to 5123 samples. More accu-
racy can be achieved by using the scene decomposition, and other compression
schemes. Adalsteinsson and Sethian [2] published an optimized Fast Level-set
method, where only some neighborhood of Φ is considered. This method has the
time complexity O(N · k), where k is the width of the neighborhood.

2.2.2 Lagrandian Approach

In contrast with the Eulerian approach, the Langrandian one does not use regular
parametrization for PDEs. This results in irregularly placed sample points.

The Langrandian formulation explicitly tracks interfaces between different ma-
terials. There are two main classes of Lagrandian techniques: mesh-based meth-
ods (Brivio and Marini [9]) and particle-based methods (Cani-Gascuel and Des-
brun [11]).

Mesh-based methods correspond to the ”snake” methodology in computer vision,
and it is known as the front tracking method in computational physics. Some
edges of the generated mesh represents interfaces between entities. This approach
is able to avoid distortion while it can handle large deformations. On the other
hand, mesh entanglements can be sources of numerical instabilities. Moreover,
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fully automatic, robust and efficient handling of topology changes in mesh-based
methods remains an open issue.

Particle-based approach has gained popularity, because it can handle complex
topology changes. However, it has problem with the localization of the interface
and computation of interface properties such as the normal curvature is cumber-
some (because of missing connectivity). It is usually used in the fluid simulation
processes. The speedup can be achieved, e.g., by a subdivision of computational
space.

Delaunay Deformable Models

Delaunay Deformable Models (DDM) is an efficient Langrandian approach for
modeling of moving surfaces which can handle large deformations and topology
changes. The work published by Pons and Boissonnat [46] uses a restricted
Delaunay triangulation to model interfaces between materials.
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3 Geometry for Sand Terrain Modeling

As mentioned in the Introduction, our method (which is described in detail in
Section 7) adopts a 2.5D model model for the terrain representation as the most
of the published work, but unlike existing methods our model is not sampled in
regular intervals, but rather on-demand. On the set of these samples the Delaunay
triangulation is computed and it maintains all the information about the terrain.
The user can edit the terrain using a set of tools, which add constrains into the
triangulation. This section and following subsections describe geometric state of
the art necessary for subsequent explanation of our method.

3.1 Planar Triangulations

At first we formally define a planar triangulation:

Definition 3.1. A triangulation T (P) of a set P of n points in the Euclidean
plane is a maximum set of edges E such that no two edges in E intersect at a
point not in P and the edges in E divide the convex hull of P into triangles [13].

A triangulation allows to model terrain features with the highest level of freedom
(in comparison with other terrain representations). In a general planar trian-
gulation triangles with an arbitrary shape can appear which can be a source
of numerical instabilities. Such a triangulation allows creation of nearly singu-
lar triangles, or triangles which have some edges very long. Therefore, there
are many types of triangulations which optimize the shape of triangles. It is
proved [22], that some triangulation of the set of points P can be computed in
time O(N · logN), but for some criteria such an algorithm is not known or it is
not possible.

There are many types of planar triangulations such as the greedy (GT) trian-
gulation, the Delaunay triangulation (DT), the data dependent triangulation
(DDT), the minimum weight triangulation (MWT), and others. In addition,
triangulations could contain some constraints, e.g., the edges prescribed into a
triangulation. The constraints ignore or modify a triangulation criterion in some
way.

The MWT (or the optimal triangulation) is the triangulation which minimizes
the total edge length. This is known to be NP-hard problem [38], therefore, it is
not suitable for real-time applications.

The DDT takes into account also the third coordinate (the terrain height in the
case of terrain modeling). More general criteria [18] can take into account for
example curvatures of the resulting surface. DDT can be created by swapping of
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edges of another triangulation in time O(N2) in the worst case and in O(N) in
an average case.

The GT [16] can be computed in O(N · logN) (for uniformly distributed data). It
does not optimize any particular characteristic. It is important mainly due to its
connection to MWT (GT is an approximation of MWT). It can be constructed
by the following algorithm – we start with the empty set of edges and in each
step we add the shortest compatible edge between two vertices. The compatible
edge is an edge that does not intersects any previously inserted edges. GT can
be also computed using DT or the Voronoi diagram.

The DT [13] maximizes the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in
the triangulation. More important is that this global optimization is achieved
by a simple local criterion. This triangulation tends to avoid skinny triangles
if possible, which is also beneficial because it avoids numerical errors during
computation on the resulting mesh. Another advantage is that in E2 it can be
computed in O(N · logN). Now we will focus on DT, and define it more exactly.

3.2 Delaunay Triangulation

Definition 3.2. The triangulation of a given set P of points in E2 is called
Delaunay triangulation DT (P) if the circumcircle of any of its triangle does not
contain any other point from P. This empty cicumcircle criterion is also called
Delaunay criterion [13].

The DT criterion can be computed according to Equation 3.1.∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ax −Dx Ay −Dy (Ax −Dx)2 + (Ay −Dy)

2

Bx −Dx By −Dy (Bx −Dx)2 + (By −Dy)
2

Cx −Dx Cy −Dy (Cx −Dx)2 + (Cy −Dy)
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0, (3.1)

where A,B,C ∈ P are vertices of some triangle from DT (P).

This triangle meets the Delaunay empty circumcircle criterion if for each vertex
D, where D ∈ P ∧ D 6= A,B,C, the Equation 3.1 is met. The situation is
depicted in Figure 3.1.

There are many algorithms to compute the Delaunay triangulation (DT) and we
will mention the incremental insertion algorithm [13] that allows an easy insertion
of a new point into the mesh with a minimal overhead. All changes of the terrain
can be reduced to the adding and removing of vertices and edges into/from the
mesh. In following sub-chapters we will describe the geometric operations used
for the terrain modeling.
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Figure 3.1: Delaunay circumcircle criterion. Left: Criterion is not met – point D
lies in the circumcircle of triangle ABC. Right: Criterion is met.

3.3 Triangulation Construction

This section contains description of geometric operations which are used for the
triangulation construction. Such operations are insertion of a new point, and
insertion of the constrained edge.

3.3.1 Incremental Insertion Algorithm

We would prefer the construction algorithm which can add vertices into the tri-
angulation on the fly. The incremental insertion algorithm can do that. It starts
with the Delaunay triangulation of a convex hull or with the super-triangle.
Super-triangle is an auxiliary triangle that contains all the vertices of the fu-
ture triangulation.

If there is a request to add some vertex to the triangulation at coordinates [x, y] we
have to find its incident triangle (using triangle walking described in Section 3.4)
and split this triangle into three new triangles (or two in a singular case), see
Figure 3.2. The triangulation is then adjusted by flipping the edges so that the
triangle mesh meets the Delaunay criterion again. This process is called edge
legalization and is depicted in Figure 3.3.

3.3.2 Constrained Delaunay Triangulation

The Delaunay triangulation creates triangles which are as close to equilateral on
the given set of points as possible. This is good for numerical computation, but
in some cases we do not want to use some predefined set of edges. If we want to
adjust the edges in the way that does not comply with the Delaunay criterion,
we have two approaches how to do it.
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Figure 3.2: An example of triangle subdivision. Left: New point is inserted into
the triangle ABC. Three new triangles are created. Right: New point is inserted
on the edge CD. Both triangles must be subdivided. Four new triangles are
created.

We can change the edges arrangement by adding new vertices sampling the pre-
defined edge to the mesh in the way that the resulting DT will contain the desired
edges. Such an approach was described, e.g., by J. R. Shewchuk [54] and is known
as a conforming DT. This approach can use the existing DT and its construc-
tion without any modification, but by adding new vertices we increase the mesh
complexity. This in result slows down further manipulation with the mesh.

Another approach is to enforce some edges into the mesh despite that they do not
meet the Delaunay criterion. Such edges have a special flag that they have to stay
in the triangulation although they do not fill the Delaunay criterion. Such edges
are called constrained edges. Resulting triangulation is called the constrained
Delaunay triangulation (CDT).

There are many algorithms to compute the CDT. We use the algorithm developed
by S. W. Sloan [55], because it is fast and allows to add constrained edges to the
already computed triangulation which can contain both normal and constrained
edges.

Pseudocode of edge insertion is described in the Algorithm 3.1. Such inserted
edges stay in the triangulation although they do not meet the Delaunay criterion.
The inserted edge e is defined by two points P1 and P2.

We use a triangle walking algorithm to get the first incident triangle in which
P1 lies. Then the search continues through the neighbors of this triangle in the
triangle-fan around point P1. If a triangle that contains P1 is found such that it
intersects the edge e, the algorithm walks through all triangles via their neighbors
in the direction to P2. All the edges from these neighbors, which intersects e,
are added into the queue Q. When some edge ei is then dequeued from Q, the
incident triangles form a quadrilateral. If this quadrilateral is convex, we can flip
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Figure 3.3: An example of the edge legalization for two triangles. Left: The
configuration does not satisfy the empty circumcircle criterion, because the point
D is inside of the circumcircle of the triangle ABC. Right: After the flipping of
the edge shared by both triangles, the criterion is met for these triangles (both
circumcircles of new triangles BCD and ADC are empty) and the check continues
to the neighboring triangles.

ei, so that it does not intersects edge e any more. When the queue is empty, it is
guaranteed that there is no intersection [55] with e.

It may happen that some existing vertex in the mesh lies exactly on the edge e. In
such a case we divide e into two constrained edges. Then all these edge-pieces are
inserted into the mesh by the above described algorithm. When all edge-pieces
are inserted, the algorithm ends and the mesh contains the required edge(s).

3.4 Point Location

Almost all operations which somehow modify the mesh need to locate the tri-
angle which contains a given point. A triangle look-up is the most often used
geometric operation, so it must be efficient. The mesh is constantly changing
due to adding and removing vertices from the mesh. Therefore, additional search
data structures would not be optimal for point location. A triangle walking al-
gorithm, which only needs an information about neighbors of each triangle, is
suitable for this task. The triangle walking algorithm works as it is described in
Algorithm 3.2.

The key step in the Algorithm 3.2 is to get a starting triangle for the location
(see Mücke at al. [37]). We want to choose the starting triangle as close to the
target point as possible, because the walk is short (and fast) in this case. We
get a random sample of triangles and compute the quadratic distance from the
target point. The closest triangle (with the shortest distance) will be the starting
triangle. The optimal size of the random set is 3.5

√
n, where n is the number of
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Input: Triangulation CDT (P), desired new constrained edge e = [P1, P2]
Output: Triangulation CDT (P) which contains e
Let Q be queue of edges, and F queue of flipped edges
Enqueue all existing edges which intersect e into the Q
while Q is not empty do

Dequeue edge ei from Q
if ei can be flipped then

Flip ei Enqueue ei into F
end
else

Enqueue ei into Q
end

end
Add e into the mesh
Legalize all edges in queue F

Algorithm 3.1: Adding constrained edge into the mesh.

Input: Triangulation T (P), target point = [x, y]
Output: Target triangle t in which [x, y] lies
t← Get starting triangle
while t does not contain [x, y] do

foreach Edge ei of triangle t do
if [x, y] lies in a half-plane behind t and ei then

break
end

end
t← Neighbor of t over the edge ei

end
t is the target triangle

Algorithm 3.2: Simplified triangle walking pseudocode.
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triangles in the triangulation.

3.4.1 Remembering Stochastic Walk

The above algorithm could cycle in an infinite loop in certain cases [57], so the
randomized version of the Algorithm 3.2 can be recommended: edges of the cur-
rent triangle are tested in a random order. With this modification the algorithm
reaches the target triangle after a finite number of steps. The walk of the algo-
rithm in an example triangulation is depicted in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: An example of the remembering stochastic walk. The search starts at
the hatched triangle. Then it goes through all grey triangles in the direction of
dotted line. It ends in the cross-hatched triangle where the target point/triangle
lies.

3.4.2 Orthogonal Walk

There are more efficient triangle walking algorithms (in the terms of required
computational operations). One of them is the orthogonal walk algorithm [15].
This algorithm moves through triangles strictly in the direction of one axis (e.g.,
X) and then in the second direction (Y ). This algorithm visits more triangles
than the previous one, but the trick is in the step complexity: expensive sign tests
are not needed. Orthogonal walk path in an example triangulation is depicted
in Figure 3.5. This algorithm may not stop in the target triangle. Therefore, for
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the final triangle look-up the previously mentioned remembering stochastic walk
is used. The final number of steps is very small (∼ 4).

Figure 3.5: An example of the orthogonal walk. The search starts at the hatched
triangle. Then it goes through all grey triangles. It ends in the cross-hatched
triangle where the target point/triangle lies.

3.4.3 Advanced Search Structures

The optimal triangle look-up in a planar subdivision has computational com-
plexity O(logN), where N is number of polynomal plane subdivision segments
(e.g., triangles) as it is mentioned by D. G. Kirkpatrick in [30]. The memory
consumption is O(N) or higher. This complexity is usually achieved by building
an auxiliary hierarchical search structure. An another important fact that has
to be taken into account is a required preprocessing time – the time required
to construct a search structure from a standard representation. For example the
Lipton and Tarjan’s algorithm [34] requires O(logN) search time, O(N) memory,
and O(NlogN) preprocessing time in triangular subdivisions. Problem of these
optimal algorithms for changing meshes is in their required preprocessing time.
The search structures usually cannot handle adding or removing vertices on the
fly or the implementation of these operations is very difficult.
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3.5 Triangulation Destruction

The above described operations increase the mesh complexity (by adding vertices
and edges). As some of the mesh vertices could become redundant in time, an
inverse operation may be needed: to simplify the mesh by removal some edges
and vertices.

There are several algorithms for mesh decimation. We will describe two main
approaches in the following sub-chapters.

3.5.1 Edge Collapsing

The first approach to the mesh decimation is based on edge collapsing. Basically,
some edge from the triangulation is selected and shrunk to the zero length. The
two vertices which defined the edge are identical now and two triangles which are
incident with the edge are destroyed. Such approach is described for example by
Garland at al. [24]. An example of the mesh collapsing is depicted in Figure 3.6.
The modifications of this method usually deal with the displacement of the re-
maining point according to some application criteria. It is not guaranteed that
the resulting triangulation will comply with the Delaunay criterion, nevertheless,
we can swap new edges according to the Delaunay criterion.

u
v v

Figure 3.6: An example how an edge-collapsing algorithm works. Left: The edge
uv will be collapsed. Right: The same mesh after collapsing uv. Only one inner
vertex remains.

3.5.2 Point removal

Another approach how to simplify the mesh is a direct removal of some vertex
from the mesh. The hole which appears is retriangulated. The algorithm for
deletion on Delaunay triangulation has been published by O. Devillers [14]. It
uses the term ”ear” – a 3 following vertices on a polygon boundary, forming a
triangle. If the vertex is removed from the Delaunay triangulation, the star-
shaped polygon appears. By cutting the ears of this polygon in a correct order
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we fix this hole and resulting triangulation is again the DT (see Figure 3.7). The
ears order is given by their priority computed as the rate of incircle test result (of
the ear and deleted vertex) and the orientation test result (of the ear vertices).
See the power function in Equation 3.2. If vertices do not form the ear, the
priority is −∞. For a detailed information see [14]. In each algorithm step we
get the ear with the minimal priority. Deletion of a vertex can be computed in
O(k · logk), where k is the degree of deleted vertex.

power(p, circle(q0, q1, q2)) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
xq0 xq1 xq2 xp
yq0 yq1 yq2 yp

x2
q0 + y2

q0 x2
q1 + y2

q1 x2
q2 + y2

q2 x2
p + y2

p

1 1 1 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
xq0 xq1 xq2

yq0 yq1 yq2

1 1 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (3.2)

where p is the deleted vertex, q0, q1, q2 are the vertices which form the ear.

Figure 3.7: An example of vertex removal [14].
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Above described essential geometric operations are necessary for geometric mod-
eling in our approach and they will be further used in Section 7. Now we will
focus on the modeling of sand in computer graphics and the related papers.
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4 Sand Modeling in Computer Graphics

Existing approaches in sand terrain modeling can be subdivided into several
groups, e.g., according to their accuracy, to physically accurate and inaccurate
methods. Physically accurate methods (nowadays) exclude interactivity, but they
provide perfectly looking scenes which is beneficial, e.g., in movies. An example
of such an approach has been published by Summer at al. [60]. Inaccurate,
interactive methods have been published by Onoue at al. [42], and Beneš at
al. [6]. Another physically inaccurate method not running in real-time has been
published by Tychonievich at al. [63]. We will describe these methods later in
detail.

Another subdivision criterion is the data structure used for terrain represen-
tation. Most published work is based on a regular grid (Summer at al. [60],
Onoue at al. [42], Beneš at al. [6]). These methods work with a surface model (a
heightmap). Surface model is a terrain representation which does not take into
account underground. It does not allow to model overhangs and subterranean
structures. More formally, the terrain model has to be expressible by a bivariate
function. The elevation of the terrain is regularly sampled in grid-based methods
and thus, these methods fall into the Eulerian approach.

To the best of our knowledge, the only solution which works with adaptive data
structure (the 3D Delaunay triangulation) has been published by Tychonievich
at al. [63], such a sampling corresponds with the Lagrandian approach.

Scientific description of granular materials could be found in the paper by Jeager
at al. [28]. Physically exact methods usually use particle systems represented as
point clouds or springs.

4.1 Modeling of Sand

In this section we will introduce the related work about modeling of sand. For a
completeness we will at first shortly discuss all sand-modeling papers in chrono-
logical order.

In 1989 Miller and Pearce [36] published a simple particle system with short in-
teraction forces between the particles for animating viscous fluids. This system
can simulate a powder-like material. Luciani et al. [35] presented a similar parti-
cle system for granular materials using springs. The most important non-particle
approaches have been published by Li and Moshell [31] whose developed dynamic
heightfield soil simulation is based on Mohr-Coulomb theory. Sumner et al. [60]
use a similar heightfield with tool’s caused displacement of the terrain and ero-
sion. Onoue and Nishita [42] use height span maps (multi-value heightfields) and
particle system to model some 3D effects and they introduce real-time user-driven
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editing tools. Zhu and Birdson [68] presented application of the Navier-Stokes
equations to simulation of sand motion as a continuum. In this paper the sand is
considered as a fluid with slightly modified fluid equation solver. Benes at al. [6]
add a haptic feedback to control the user tools and they published simplified
sand erosion algorithm which works very well for heightfield sand. Tychonievich
and Jones [63] use a 3D tetrahedra mesh from point cloud to get surface mesh.
On this mesh the spheroidal erosion is applied. Now we will discuss sand-related
papers in a detail ([60, 42, 6, 63, 68]).

4.1.1 Animating Sand, Mud, and Snow

Summer at al. [60] describe the principle of surface terrain model that is capable
of deformation and allows simulation of different materials, such as sand, mud or
snow. This solution uses a heightmap to represent a terrain elevation data (see
Figure 2.1).

The terrain deformations are simulated by the computing of an intersection of
a solid object (which is used to deform the terrain) and the heightmap. We
call these rigid objects virtual tools or user tools. The height of the cells in a
heightmap is continually reduced while the virtual tool does not intersect with
the heightmap any more.

Material affected by the tool is either pushed down (according to the compres-
sion coefficient) or it is pushed to the near neighbor cells (which do not collide
with the tool). This is based on the material properties and shape of the tool.
Each deformation results into erosion which reduces the elevation between grid
neighbor cells and it smooths the terrain.

In Figure 4.1 a virtual tool collision with the terrain is depicted. The numbers
inside the cells determine through how many neighboring cells the material will
be moved. In this article sand, mud and snow is modeled. Properties of the
modeled material can be defined using six parameters (e.g., the compressibility).
This work deals with the physical accurate modeling, but it does not run in real
time. Some of time demanding calculations are computed in parallel threads.

The biggest disadvantage of this approach, as mentioned in [60], is the memory
consumption of the application. The resolution of the grid must correspond to
the smallest details which we want to simulate. Contrarily, the benefit of the grid
is an easy access to individual cells of the heightmap. Grid-based terrain could
be also textured quite easily.
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Figure 4.1: An example of virtual tool collision with the grid [60].

4.1.2 Virtual Sandbox

Onoue and Nishita [42] introduce a real-time terrain editing of the terrain cov-
ered by powdery material (such as sand). The output of the program [42] is in
Figure 4.2. This method also allows to use both virtual tools and erosion. If the
virtual tool is in contact with the terrain, the height of surrounding vertices is
increased. This simulates a material extrusion. For collision detection bound-
ing boxes and HS maps are used. HS maps are special matrices which contain
the height distribution of a given object as it has been mentioned in Section 2.
The authors of this paper primarily focus on achieving a reliable visualization of
sand. They mention that classic texturing does not look realistic for the sand
visualization, so they use a special ”sliding textures” technique (which will be
described later). As we know where the material will be relocated, we can move
the textures in that way. The terrain model is described as a regular grid as in
previous case with all its advantages and disadvantages.

In comparison with other methods this model can represent a material on objects,
by using HS maps. This is not possible on a simple heightfield because it can hold
only one value for the given xy position. To enable representation of material
on objects, there is a particle system where each particle represents a certain
amount of volume of the sand (see Figure 4.3). This volume is excluded from
the heightmap. When the particle reaches the terrain surface, the particle is
destroyed and vertex elevation in that place is increased. This work is one of the
applications which work in real-time.
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Figure 4.2: Terrain visualization [42].

Figure 4.3: HS map example [42]. Each arrow represents a material mass in
one span. Spans are stacked for each cell in the matrix. Granular material is
represented as a particle system and it is independent of HS map.

Texture Sliding
The granular material is visualized using textures in this method. A 256 × 256
texture image is repeatedly mapped onto the polygonal mesh. This texture is
split into 32×32 parts and each part is mapped onto one polygon of the mesh. If
the erosion of the granular material occurs, visualization does not look realistic.
Therefore, a flowing texture sliding technique is proposed that uses the fact that
sand does not need to preserve continuity of the texture pattern at the edges of
mesh polygons.

Each vertex of the mesh (x, y, z) has a texture coordinate T (u, v) = (wxx,wyy),
where wx and wy determine the size of the texture. The authors use wx = wy =
0.125 (= 32/256). Each polygon has an offset Toffset of the texture coordinate.
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For the column where material relocation has been computed, Toffset is updated
by adding ∆T calculated by Equation 4.1.

∆~T = −γ ·Q · ~E, (4.1)

where ~E(ex, ey) is the material relocation direction (one of eight possible direc-
tions in the grid), Q is the quantity of relocated material, and γ is a constant
which determines the apparent speed of granular material (γ = 0.05). After
render of each polygon, a texture coordinate is shifted by Toffset for each vertex.

4.1.3 Granular Material Interactive Manipulation: Touching Sand
with Haptic Feedback

Benes at al. [6] presents a method for the haptic visualization of a sand surface.
Interactive haptic editing adds more fidelity to the simulation and it allows the
user to really feel the resistance of sand. The force feedback consists of two
parts – the penetration force and the thrust force. Sphere is used as a virtual
tool, because it is invariant to transformations. Sliding textures are used for a
graphics visualization (see Figure 4.4).

The material relocation which is caused by an erosion depends on the humidity
of the sand and the talus angle.

For details about talus angle see work published by Musgrave at al. [39] or Sec-
tion 5.1.1.

The authors experimentally set this angle to 30o. If some part of the terrain
reaches this angle (in ascend), the material relocation is stopped until the next
terrain deformation caused by a virtual tool. The method belongs to interactive
applications. Representation of terrain elevation by a regular grid brings the
same advantages and disadvantages as in previous cases.

4.1.4 Delaunay deformable mesh for the weathering and erosion of
3D terrain

Tychonievich and Jones [63] published a mesh-based 3D method using a 3D De-
launay triangulation (DT). Basically this method takes a point cloud and in every
frame it computes a 3D DT using CGAL library [1]. Authors use the Delaunay
deformable models (DDM) for surface mesh creation and resolving of material
differences in the mesh. Details about DDMs can be found in the work published
by Pons and Boissonnat [46] and in Section 2.2.2 about data structures. Each ma-
terial has its own surface mesh. On the resulting surface meshes the spheroidal
weathering and hydraulic erosion is computed. Local spheroidal weathering is
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Figure 4.4: A sand terrain example [6].

implemented as a removal of certain small amount of material in the shape of a
sphere. Hydraulic erosion uses a dual fluid grid data structure.

By recomputation of all the meshes in every frame the authors avoid topology
problems during an object deformations. However, they loose an adjacency of
the vertices and materials between frames, because some vertices may move. So
it is difficult to estimate boundaries of the materials. This algorithm can neither
simulate global weathering effects nor changes to surface appearance. It would
be useful to use some kinetic data structure for vertex updates.

This approach is numerically robust, it automatically handles a topology changes,
geometric properties such as a normal curvature can be easily computed, and it
can, e.g., easily handle viscosity simulations.

It cannot handle higher resolutions. During a strong mass loss, it smears high
curvature areas and it cannot resolve very thin parts. The tracking of interface
properties (such as color or texture coordinates) is problematic.

4.1.5 Animating Sand as a Fluid

Zhu and Birdson [68] presented application of the simplified Navier-Stokes equa-
tions to simulation of sand motion. The sand is considered as continuous fluid.
Authors use a cloud of Lagrandian particles for simulation of the sand mass and
the grid for environment representation. This allows an easy interaction modeling
between individual particles.

Graphics visualization of the result is rather difficult, some surface-tracking
method has to be used. This paper contains a superior overview of the previous
work published in soil and sand modeling techniques.
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4.2 Other Related Papers

This section presents other interesting related papers which usually deal with the
terrain modeling in general, such as [10, 62]. Bruneton and Neyret [10] deal with
editing of large vector-based terrains. Treib at al. [62] present grid-based, GPU
friendly approach for large out-of-core terrain data rendering and editing.

Papers related to a clay modeling are [20, 21]. Ferley at al. [20] developed a
sculpture metaphor which uses. Its surface is an iso-surface of a scalar field
sampled on an adaptive hierarchical grid. Frisken at al. [21] present concept
of adaptively sampled distance fields (ADFs). The ADF is a scalar field that
specifies the minimum distance to a shape and this distance is adaptively sampled.
ADF can contain both positive or negative values. Authors use ADF as a general
representation of shape in CG. ADFs due to their nature could be beneficial to
editing operation.

Festenberg and Gumhold [64] present snow modeling framework based on HS
maps. The paper also contains an algorithm for HS map creation from 3D model.

Pajarola and Gobbetti [44] published the survey about semi-regular terrain data
structures. It contains examples of models based on tiled blocks and nested reg-
ular grids, surveys of quadtree and triangle bin-trees triangulations, and cluster-
based methods. It contains discussion about system-level aspects of interactive
terrain visualization including dynamic scene management, out-of-core data or-
ganization and compression, numerical accuracy, and error metrics. There are
described structures such as bDAM, P-BDAM, HyperBlock-QuadTIN, and com-
pression.

Next we mention some references to methods which enable efficient adaptive res-
olution of triangle meshes based on ROAM [25] where the terrain is decomposed
to a set of spheres. The authors also deal with compression of the model. Last ap-
proach published by Weiss and De Floriani [67] considers sparse terrain pyramids
(STP) as a compact multiresolution representation for terrain datasets (a kind
of quad-tree structure). Samples of this representation are a subset of samples in
regular grid. STP deal with large at areas, where the elevation is uniform.

4.2.1 Real-time rendering and editing of vector-based terrains

Bruneton and Neyret [10] present a GPU friendly algorithm for rendering and
editing of large vector-based terrains. This method uses a hybrid terrain represen-
tation. The input of method is a regular grid with heightfield which describes the
terrain shape together with some vector data which describes features laying onto
the terrain (such as roads, trees, and rivers). To achieve interactive framerates,
the authors build a view-dependent quad-tree which is used for rendering.
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In this approach the terrain and features (objects) are separated. There are
basically three approaches how to mix them together:

Overlay-geometry – geometry of features is put over the terrain mesh. There
is a problem to keep the objects above the terrain. It can be done with a
type of shadow volume technique [53].

Geometry-based – objects geometry is inserted into the terrain mesh itself.
There is a problem with the level of detail (LOD).

Texture-based – features are mapped onto the terrain as textures. We need
some LOD management to keep the features sharp on close-ups.

The approach [10] is inspired by texture-based mapping of features. Each leaf of
above mentioned quad-tree stores an appearance texture (color, material, object
meshes). Vector data is stored on the CPU, texture and mesh data is stored on
GPU. Rendering is performed as a rendering of series of flat quads for each leaf
of the quad-tree. Elevation texture is used for displacement of vertices in the way
which connects neighboring quads.

The vector data consists of three types:

nodes – represent point features such as crossings, ends of paths, rivers, etc.;
store 2D position and reference to adjacent curves,

curves – represent linear features such as roads, thin rivers; described as a 2D
Bezier spline,

areas – represent areal features such as large rivers, fields, and forests, described
as a list of curves forming loop.

This method also allows editing of vector data by moving its control points.
As the data is stored in a quad-tree, editing requires only local updates. The
elevation texture and incident meshes have to be recomputed on scratch.

4.2.2 Interactive Editing of GigaSample Terrain Fields

Treib at al. [62] present grid-based, GPU friendly approach for large out-of-core
terrain data rendering and editing. This method is especially designed for ap-
plications which require both data decoding and encoding to be faster than disk
transfer. For this purpose they use a sparse wavelet representation of terrain
data which easily incorporates a compression. The input of method is height-
field raster data. The method contains GPU realization of wavelet transforms
according to Laan at al. [65].
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The kind of hierarchical structure is built on top of the original data. Each 2× 2
tile is shrunk to one tile on next level. This quadtree stores on each level the
difference between the original tile and the low-pass filtered copy of it. This
results in a many close-to-zero coefficients which can be effectively encoded by
Huffman encoding. This GPU encoder is a main novelty of the paper.

Authors use a lazy evaluation access. Only a sphere area around the camera is
loaded from the disk at the start. Then other tiles are loaded on demand. Editing
operations are also delayed – all brush positions and changes are recorded and
applied only when some tile is requested. After 250ms changes are propagated
to the data. When CPU has not enough memory, changes are written to disk.

4.2.3 A Geometric Algorithm for Snow Distribution in Virtual Scenes

Festenberg and Gumhold [64] have created a simple snow deposition model ac-
cording to the real world observations. They use the same HS maps as a previ-
ously mentioned Onoue and Nishita [42] (square grid of transition lists). Each
list is sorted by its transition height along the snow fall direction.

Each snow site transition holds:

• its height,

• its snow height,

• indices of eight neighboring incides,

• its snow patch index,

• its discrete outer and inner edge distances.

After depositing of snow the triangulation of surface is created for rendering and
a gentle normal noise is added to achieve more realistic look.

Authors use a grid resolution of a few hundred cells. Computation time is usually
a few seconds.

As other grid-based methods there is a problem with grid resolution as mentioned
in the paper – each object must be covered by more than single line of snow, this
criterion has not to be met for insufficient scene sampling.

As pre-processing step the authors compute a snow cover probability distribution
for the whole scene.

This method does not consider topological changes of the scene.
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5 Modeling of Erosion on Sand

Scientific description of the behavior of granular materials could be found in the
paper of Jeager at al. [28]. In this section we will describe some major types of
erosion which affect sand-covered terrains.

5.1 Erosion Modeling

In nature there are many types of terrain erosion, such as an erosion caused
by temperature changes, water erosion, wind erosion, etc. A common result of
all these processes is that the material is moved from higher places to lower
locations to reach a stable state. We will focus on two main types of erosion –
erosion caused by temperature changes (thermal weathering), and water erosion.
Another important type of erosion is erosion caused by wind.

5.1.1 Thermal Weathering

The moved material settles down by gravity in this case and is stopped by the
inner material friction. This process is known as thermal weathering and it is both
simple to implement and fast as it is described by Musgrave at al. [39]. Musgarve’s
work is followed by Benes at al. [3, 5, 6] and others. The terrain is modeled as
a regular grid. The thermal weathering process creates talus slopes of uniform
angle. This angle in which the material friction force is equal to the gravity
is called the talus angle. Material transfer is described by the Equation 5.1.
The formula moves ∆m portion of material from some grid cell to its lower-
located neighbors. Other than lower-located neighbors are not taken into account,
because the material cannot be relocated uphills.

∆mk = ∆m
mk

sum
, (5.1)

where ∆mk is the amount of material relocated to the k-th neighbor, ∆m is a
total material amount which can be relocated, mk is the actual difference of k-th
neighbor, sum is the sum of all differences to the lower located vertices.

5.1.2 Water Erosion

Water flow of the Newton’s fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes equations.
Several papers about the water flow or water erosion have been published. It is
usually modeled using a simple 2D/3D grid or by using the Lagrangian particles
(it brings more dynamic into the system).
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According to Benes and Forsbach [4] the water relocation equation is very similar
to sand relocation equation in the grid. The water flows from the higher places to
the lower places. Its amount and speed is affected mostly by elevation difference
between neighbor cells. This method does not take into account the acceleration
of water.

The acceleration of water is used in the method published by Stam [58] or later
by Neidhold at al. [40]. This method uses simplified Navier-Stokes equations (see
Equation 5.2) which describe the movement of material depending on velocity ~v,
and acceleration ~a and it can be used for water simulation in discrete grid cells.

~̇v = ~a−KA · ~v =
~F
m
−KA · ~v

~̇x = ~v
(5.2)

KA ∈< 0; 1 > is the coefficient for the friction between the water and the material.
KA = 0.3 is a very tough material which slows down the water by about 30% in
one simulation step. ~v represents the velocity, ~a acceleration, ~F is an external
force, m represents the mass, and x is the position in space.

A time-discrete version of the simplified Navier-Stokes is in Equation 5.3.

~vt+∆t = ~vt + ~at ·∆t−KA · ~vt ·∆t
~xt+∆t = ~xt + ~vt+∆t ·∆t

(5.3)

The acceleration of the water in xy plane is |~a| = sin(α · g). The direction of ~a
could be obtained via the gradient I of the heightfield altitude. The situation is
depicted in Figure 5.1.

If we incorporate the z axis, the acceleration direction will be according to Equa-
tion 5.4.

~M =

(
−∆I

∆x
,−∆I

∆y
,−∆I2

∆x2
−−∆I2

∆y2

)T

(5.4)

We can see that the acceleration in xy is only the projection of M . We can
substitute sin(α) by Mz

~M
.

So the resulting acceleration in the given point will be according to Equation 5.5.

~a =
Mz

~M
· g ·

~M

| ~M |
(5.5)

The three dimensional acceleration ~a is the product of the acceleration amount
and the normalized acceleration direction vector ~M . This result is used in the
Equation 5.3 for the fluid simulation.
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Figure 5.1: Relationship of all the vectors which are used for acceleration
computation (a). m is the orthogonal projection of the movement direction
M = [Mx,My,Mz]. n is the normal vector to the surface and g is the stan-
dard gravity acceleration.

When the current acceleration is obtained, the new velocity for the next time
step has to be be computed at each discrete grid cell. If the destination of the
transported material is not exactly in one grid cell, the material is then distributed
to the four nearest neighbors with a bilinear interpolation. Multiple values for
one grid cell are simply summed up.

To the best of our knowledge there is no published solver for Navier-Stokes equa-
tions which works directly with triangulation in 3D space.
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6 Haptic Interaction with Terrains

The obvious extension for interactive virtual reality applications (VR) is incor-
porating of other kinds of VR devices such as a 3D projection, haptic glows,
motion detection, or other devices. The terrain manipulation is also a kind of
VR application, so it is possible to use VR devices to enhance the user over all
impression. In our lab we have the a haptic device Phantom Omni R© (see Fig-
ure 6.1), so we use this haptic device for the terrain editing and the manipulation
with the terrain model.

Figure 6.1: The haptic device Phantom Omni R© used in our lab.

6.1 Published Methods

In this section we briefly describe the published methods for touching and editing
of terrains by haptic devices.

Combining 3-D geovisualization with force feedback driven user inter-
action

Faeth at al. [19] present a framework for haptic visualization of geospatial data
using X3D1. Their framework also allows making deformation of the model. They
use the ArcGIS program to convert various GIS formats into X3D indexed mesh
and grid image. Vertices change their heights after deformation and, addition-
ally, they are rearranged according to Generalized Chainmail deformation algo-
rithm [32]. It results in a cloth-like behavior of the terrain, where the topology

1X3D is the ISO standard XML-based file format for representing 3D computer graphics,
the successor to the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML)
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of the mesh cannot be changed (no vertices are added or removed). ”Soft” and
”hard” materials are distinguished. For example, moving some mesh vertex up
when deforming the soft terrain results in a steep and pointy hill, whereas the
identical movement for deforming the hard terrain would result in a rounder hill.
Force response can map terrain properties.

Touch-Based Haptics for Interactive Editing on Point Set Surfaces

Guo at al. [26] present a method for interactive haptic manipulation of point
sets. User edits are described with implicit functions. The model consists of two
representations. The first is a global scalar field which stores a distance from the
zero plane. The other representation is a voxel regular grid. A global mass-spring
system is created between voxels. This method allows simulation of voxel-based
physics processes. Haptic visualization uses the exponential weighted average
extrapolation scheme to smooth the resulting force.

Interactive Haptic Rendering of Deformable Surfaces Based on the
Medial Axis Transform

Corso at al. [12] presented a haptic visualization method of elastic surface based
on B-Splines. They use a medial axis transform where the material is modeled
as a set of spheres. Each sphere contains a spring-damper to model elasticity.

Analysis of Haptic Perception of Materials by Multidimensional Scal-
ing and Physical Measurements of Roughness and Compressibility

Tiest and Kappers [61] published an analysis of 124 different material samples of
real materials. Each material was cut to a square 10 × 10cm. They focus on a
measurement of roughness and compressibility of each material. The roughness
has been measured by a sampling of a height change during dragging of a pen of
the ”Universal surface tester” by Innowed GmpH. This pen acts with the con-
stant force, speed, and angle against the surface. The compressibility has been
measured by a special device with a rod on which the force has been applied.
The displacement of the rod has been measured.

Here the state of the art is concluded. The rest of the report describes our method
and our research results in detail.
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7 Our Method

This section is devoted to the description of our method for an interactive sand-
covered terrain modeling in detail. For an exact explanation we refer reader to
our papers [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. In short, our method is an interactive sand-
covered terrain model, based on the Delaunay triangulation, allowing real-time
thermal erosion modeling, and containing a set of virtual tools used to deform
the terrain by the user. These tools can be optionally controlled with the haptic
device which provides a force feedback to the user and adds more fidelity to the
simulation process.

Our solution consists of three main parts. The most important part of our system
stores the geometric model (a triangulated mesh) that represents the terrain and
allows geometric operations, such as searching triangles, adding and deleting
vertices, and imposing constraints on certain edges of the mesh. Next part is the
physics-based model, which is responsible for the changes of the terrain-geometry
and is based on thermal weathering. The last part of the solution is a set of
user tools. They are used to change the shape of the terrain according to user
requirements and are implemented as constraints of the edges in the triangulation.
Both the erosion and the user tools change the terrain shape. While the user tools
add features, dig holes, etc., the erosion has an opposite effect as it smoothes the
mesh. To implement both operations we need a mechanism that allows adding
and erasing edges as well as marking some edges as constrained. The adaptive
triangulation is a mechanism that allows for both operations to be implemented
efficiently.

We have used a triangulated irregular network (TIN) for representation of the
terrain in an interactive physical sand simulation and manipulation, which is the
first framework of this type ever used. We have developed a generalized thermal
weathering algorithm [51] which could work on both grid and TIN and proba-
bly other generic (and optionally irregular) data structures. We have proposed
a multiple material modeling on TIN which could be used in the erosion algo-
rithm. We have developed two new TIN haptic visualization techniques: the
control point-based method [50] and the triangle normal-based method [52]. We
have proposed a method for multiple material haptic visualization. Our method
has a potential to be extended to a 3D interactive model which overcomes the
heightmap restrictions.

7.1 The Geometry

The core of our method is a terrain representation. Our terrain model is repre-
sented by a set of points P with coordinates x, y, z, where x and y specify the
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position in the plane and z the height at that location. Triangulation T (P) is
defined on a set of points P , consists of a set of triangles with defined edges,
definition of the adjacency of the triangles, and adjacency of the points (vertices
of the mesh). The set of edges is redundant, but it allows to make certain oper-
ations such as erosion computation and edge constraints faster. The terrain can
be also described as a function of two variables f(x, y) = z. It is important to
note that equally as in the heightmap models, the limitation of the triangulated
set of vertices is that it does not allow to model overhangs.

A planar triangulation T (P) is in fact also a planar graph G = 〈P , E〉, with
P being the set of vertices and E the set of edges. For each vertex Pi, where
i = 1 . . . n we can define its neighborhood Ni = {Pk}, k = 1 . . . nb, where Ni

contains those vertices Pk ⊂ P for which edge Eik ⊂ E exists, nb is the size of Ni.

As the terrain model will be used in the computation of terrain changes and
visualization, it is beneficial for the shape of triangles to be nearly equilateral
which is automatically provided by the already described Delaunay triangulation.

Standard geometric operations have been already described in Section 3, our
algorithms and modifications will be described in the rest of Section 7.1.

Planarity Test for Point Removal

In our model it is beneficial to use a planarity criterion to detect redundant
parts of the mesh, because granular materials almost approximate the plane in a
steady state. We will discuss several planarity criteria that could be used for the
detection.

The first obvious criterion uses the Gaussian curvature (K, see Equation 7.1).
The surface for which K ≈ 0 is near to plane.

K = κ1 · κ2, (7.1)

where κ1 and κ2 are the principal curvatures.

Another planarity criterion could be obtained using the least squares method. As
the mesh stores a dual-edge representation (the vertices adjacency), we can test
the neighborhood of each point P by computing an approximation plane defined
by its neighbors (Ni = Pk, where k = 1 · · ·Nb, Nb is a number of neighbors)
along edges of P . This test will not require any search in the mesh. Let the
target plane ρ be Ax+By +Cz = D. The plane will certainly pass through the
center of the point-mass C = [Xc, Yc, Zc]. C can be obtained as a mean value of
point coordinates C =

∑Nb

i=1 Pi/Nb. We define:
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a00 =

Nb∑
i=1

(Xi −Xc)
2,

a11 =

Nb∑
i=1

(Yi − Yc)2,

a22 =

Nb∑
i=1

(Zi − Zc)
2,

a01 = a10 =

Nb∑
i=1

(Xi −Xc) · (Yi − Yc),

a02 = a20 =

Nb∑
i=1

(Xi −Xc) · (Zi − Zc),

a12 = a21 =

Nb∑
i=1

(Yi − Yc) · (Zi − Zc).

Then the desired plane coefficients A,B,C can be computed solving Equation 7.2. a00 a01 a02

a10 a11 a12

a20 a21 a22

 ·
 A

B
C

 = 0 (7.2)

We must add an additional condition (Equation 7.3) to avoid the trivial solution
A = B = C = 0.

A2 +B2 + C2 = 0 (7.3)

We do not need an exact planarity test. It is sufficient to detect surfaces which
are nearly flat (their maximal distance from an ideal plane is not greater than
some user defined constant). Let this distance be dm. Then we could simplify
the above-defined computation. We excluded the Gaussian approach because the
user has to enter some ”imaginary” plane curvature constant. We only have to
find the plane ρ defined by the vertices P , P1, and P2 and for the neighbors
(k > 2) we perform the following test:

The vertex P is not redundant and it will remain in the mesh if, for a neighbor
Pk, k > 2, the distance from the plane ρ is greater than a user-defined constant
dm. This constant corresponds to the size of the smallest detail which the terrain
model can preserve. We experimentally set dm on 1h of the heightmap width.
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7.1.1 Automatic Mesh Simplification

The vertices count can be huge in the whole mesh. So, it is impossible to test
all of them at once in each algorithm iteration. We test only the limited area
around the changed vertices. The only operation which could change vertices are
user actions and the erosion. So, if some vertex has been created, or its height
has been changed, we add this vertex to the special queue LR which accumulates
changed vertices. It is incorrect to test each changed vertex immediately after
the change, because such a vertex could still be changed by another process in
the current algorithm iteration and, moreover, we would perform several extra
tests for such a vertex. With the queue LR with vertices which are suspicious to
be redundant one vertex requires only one redundancy test. We perform these
tests for all vertices in the queue at the end of algorithm iteration (the mesh
is retriangulated and the erosion has been computed). Mesh smoothing and
simplification sequence is in Figure 7.1. The initial number of triangles was 1975
and it has dropped to 23% after 507 iterations.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.1: Four frames from the mesh simplification sequence, starting with the
orginal mesh in (a) and ending with (d). Mesh is continuously being flattened by
the erosion and simultaneously decimated.
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7.1.2 Point Removal in CDT

In our case the vertex removal is a little bit complicated (more than it has been
described in Section 3.5.2), because of constrained edges. So, by cutting ears
of the star-shaped hole in an arbitrary order we are unable to restore DT, thus
we cut all ears one by one and we store all newly created edges together with
incident triangles. When the hole is retriangulated, we check all stored edges,
whether they meet the Delaunay criterion. If not, some edges are flipped.

7.2 Erosion for Irregular Meshes

In our method we have focused on the above described thermal weathering. We
follow the framework created by Benes at al. [6]. The paper [6] is based on a
regular grid which samples the terrain heightfield. It is obvious that distances to
the neighbor vertices in the grid are constant and each vertex has exactly 4 (or 8)
neighbors, not so in the triangulation. The distances to the neighbors and even
neighbors count could vary. For our purposes we need to restate the problem.

For each vertex Pi ⊂ P from CDT (P) we find its neighborhood Ni = Pk, k =
1, · · · , nb. Also for each pair of vertices Pi, Pk we compute the slope β. That is
the angle formed by a horizontal line which is going through the Pk and the line
defined by the edge from Pi to Pk. The material tends to reach a minimal angle,
called the talus angle, by relocation from the weathering. As it is mentioned
in [5], the dry sand has talus angle ≈ 30◦.

Our erosion algorithm uses a queue of vertices to be eroded denoted LE. Neigh-
borhood of each vertex in the queue is checked for the material transfer. When
the initial mesh is loaded, all vertices have to be enqueued in LE, because there is
no guarantee that β is minimal for all vertices. In runtime, the erosion computa-
tion takes place only on vertices which has changed their height. These vertices
are stored in the queue. The vertex can be removed from LE, if it did not change
its height in a last few erosion iterations.

The erosion computation takes place only locally around the selected vertices.
When some vertex P is dequeued from LE, we check its neighborhood and transfer
material to neighbors Pk which lie below the P (if the talus angle criterion is met
of course). Material transfer is modeled as a height change of the central vertex P
(decrease) and Pk (increase). When the whole queue LE is processed, the terrain
has been eroded in a global scale.

The amount of moved material is given by Equation 7.4:

∆m =
1

2
max(mk), k = 1 . . . nb (7.4)
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where nb is the neighbor vertices count, mk is the height difference to the k-th
neighbor of P . The constant 1

2
is used to damp the erosion and prevent the

system from oscillation.

From ∆m, the material moved to the k-th neighbor ∆mk can be computed as
follows:

∆mk = ∆m wk
mk

sum
, (7.5)

where ∆m is given by Equation 7.4, wk is a weight of the vertex Pk given by its
distance from P (explained below) and sum is the sum of all differences of height
of P to the lower neighbors. The wk incorporates the influence of vertex distances
in projection, so all distances in the following explanation are computed in xy
plane only.

Material transfers along very long edges do not look realistic. We need to split
these edges, so that the material will fall down only into some limited distance.
Let this maximal material relocation distance be rS and the distance from P to
Pk be rk.

Let us suppose (for now) that all edges from P are longer than rS. Each edge has
to be subdivided by inserting additional vertex Bk, k = 1, · · · , nb. All vertices
Bk lie (in a projection) on the circle with radius rS and the center in P (the
distance to any Bk from P is constant). See vertices P2, · · · , P5 and B2, · · · , B5

in Figure 7.2. Then we move material to all vertices Bk using Equation 7.5,
keeping in mind that nb differs for each vertex.

Now we will consider neighbors whose rk is smaller or equal than rS (see P1 in
Figure 7.2). We will move a certain amount of the material to these vertices.
This amount is scaled by a distance from P . No new subdividing vertices are
created in this case (the length of the edge to Bk is short enough).

Considering both cases, the weight wk is given by Equation 7.6.

wk =
min(rs, rk)

rs
, k = 1, . . . , nb (7.6)

The value of wk is in the interval (0; 1], where weight 1 corresponds to the point
on the circle (P, rS), any closer point will received smaller amount of material
according to its weight.

Prevention of Long Edges
The edges which are connected to some Bk (and do not contain P ) can be ar-
bitrary long. So we also need to subdivide edges of vertices which are subjects
to erosion in the similar way as we computed vertices Bk. The heights of newly
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P1 =B1

P2

P5

P4

P3

B5

B4

B3

B2

Figure 7.2: Material from the central vertex P will be moved to subdivision
vertices Bk. Vertex P has neighbors Pi, k = 1 . . . 5. Vertex P1 has the distance
to P smaller than rs. So a smaller amount of material will be relocated to it.

created vertices are set according to the terrain height interpolated in the places
of the insertion of new vertices.

7.3 User Interaction

A set of tools is used for the interactive user-driven terrain editing. The tool
could have any shape allowed by our model (it must be expressible as a bivariate
function; it cannot contain vertical edges or overhangs). The tool can leave its
footprint in the terrain or it can be dragged on the terrain surface. Tools are
modeled using CDT. Basically, each footprint is made by enforcing a set of edges
into the triangulation and the terrain height changes as it is described below.
Dragging is achieved by sampling tool’s footprints in a moving trajectory.

Each tool consists of two main parts (see Figure 7.3). The first one is the inner
part of the tool. Second one is the outer part. The purpose of the outer part is to
protect the rest of the terrain model from the tool deformations. It divides edges
in the place of user action by adapting to the terrain shape and it enforces the tool
border into the terrain, whereas the inner part levels area inside its boundaries.

Because the control points are usually mutually near, we can speed up the triangle
walking algorithm from Section 3.4, which has to be performed for each point.
We store the previously found triangle in cache. This triangle is added to the
random sample of triangles for triangle walking algorithm. If it is closer to the
target point than other triangles, it is chosen as a starting triangle.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.3: User tool footprint which compresses material. (a) Footprint view in
a vertical projection. Wireframe model with thick lines indicating constrained
edges. The enclosing circle represents the set of outer edges, inner circle the set
of inner points. (b) Same as (a) but in isometric view. (c) Textured model. All
models are displayed without erosion.

7.3.1 Outer Part of the Tool

The outer part of each tool is defined as a set of constrained edges as it can be
seen in Figure 7.3a. If the tool has to be imprinted into the terrain, we compute
position of points that form the set of outer edges together with the absolute tool
position in the terrain. Then we get incident triangles for these vertices. The
first triangle is get by a triangle walking algorithm. Triangles for other control
points are got by walking from the first triangle along its neighbors (the last
found triangle is used as a starting triangle for a new triangle look-up). As a
next step we simply interpolate the height of the terrain in the current position
of control vertices. After that we constrain the shape of the outer part of the
tool by enforcing one edge after another into the triangulation. The heights of
newly inserted vertices are the heights of terrain (in the position of new vertices)
we have interpolated before constraining. Now the terrain is geometrically split
to the part inside the tool and the rest of the terrain. We want to affect only the
part restricted by the outer part of the tool.

At this moment we have tools with the rectangle, circle, lambda shape, and man
foot shape of outer part.

7.3.2 Inner Part of the Tool

The inner part can be defined by a set of edges or by a set of control points. When
the tool has to be imprinted, we first constrain the outer part (as it is mentioned
above). After that we compute the position of the inner control vertices (using
the current absolute position of the tool and the tool depth level). And we
constrain inner edges into the mesh if there are defined for the inner part. Next,
we insert control vertices which are not connected by constrained edges. Inner
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Two different inner parts. (a) Flat inner part. (b) Half-sphere (z =√
x2 + y2 − r2) inner part.

control vertices have the height given by the inner tool shape. Therefore we must
set the correct height of existing vertices. To do it, we get some triangle inside
the inner part (for most tools we simply compute the center of the tool and use
triangle look-up). Then we use breadth-first search to find all inner triangles.
Vertices of these triangles are set to the correct height (see Figure 7.4).

We have tools with various inner part shape – it can be flat, or a spheroidal shape.
Additionally, we have tools whose inner surface is described by a 3D model or a
bitmap heightfield.

The illustrative situation of the tool imprinting is depicted in Figure 7.5.

7.3.3 Material Extrusion

To achieve a more realistic simulation, it is necessary to extrude the material
around the tool imprint. The physically accurate method has to take into account
all material properties (such as thrust, granularity, humidity, stiffness, etc.) and
their distribution around the imprint, moreover, the extrusion depends on the
velocity of the tool, the tool’s movement force, penetration, terrain shape, etc.

We have developed several approximations of the above processes. The most
simple approach appears to be a constant elevation around the outer part of
the tool (see Figure 7.6a). But this could cause problems during tool dragging,
because the extrusion elevations are gradually increased. The extruded shape has
to be separated from the rest of the terrain by another ”outer part” called the
extrusion part.

A better way is to use a parabolic material extrusion (see Figure 7.6b). We have
a tool with the shape of half-sphere and it creates a parabolic extrusion which
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(a)

added vertices

(b)

added vertices

(c) (d)

Figure 7.5: A simple tool imprinting sequence. Starting with (a) original terrain,
thick edges represent the tool shape, (b) the outer part has been imprinted, (c)
the inner part has been imprinted, (d) the terrain after imprinting of tool shape.

is always fitted to the extrusion part (or the outer most part) of the tool. To
avoid problem with the gradual height increase, we define weights for each control
vertex. Each weight depends on a height difference between each outer control
vertex and the tool depth level. If the heights are equal, the weight is zero. With
this approach the material is pushed away only in the direction where the terrain
has been deformed. While the user drags the tool, it extrudes material only on
the sides of the movement course and against the tool movement direction.

7.3.4 More advanced tools

To achieve more interesting effects, we need to create tools with complicated
shapes. As an example we present a tool with the shape of lambda letter, see
figure 7.7.

Another example is a tool which has been created using a 3D model. Basically,
we choose one side of the model which should be imprinted into the terrain and
compute the projection of the model points into plane in the imprinting direction.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: Two types of material extrusion. (a) Simple elevation extrusion. (b)
Parabolic extrusion.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.7: Non-convex tool with the shape of lambda letter. (a) The wireframe
model. (b) A textured version.

We choose only those points, which are visible from the plane. It guarantees that
we obtain only 1 value in one (x, y) point. Finally we return the lost dimension
to the chosen points. Points are added into the separate triangulated auxiliary
mesh to create triangle heightfield. This allows us to easily get a height in any
place inside the imprint. It is important when the inner part of such a tool has
to be imprinted into the real terrain because of height decimation in the inner
part. The final step is tracing the tool contour. Traced vertices form the outer
part of the tool rest of vertices form the inner part.

When we have inner and outer part, we can use the above described mechanism
for the user tools handling. The foot tool example is in Figure 7.8.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.8: A foot tool. Original model of the foot is in (a) and (b) (generated by
the program Poser [56]). (c) Textured version of the tool footprint. (d) Wireframe
footprint.

7.4 Haptic Feedback

To add a new dimension to our modeling framework, we have incorporated haptic
devices to control user tools. Haptic devices are special input/output devices
which provide the force feedback (as an output) and 3D position of haptic cursor
(as an input). These devices have a potential to provide additional information
to the user (sense of touch) in addition to visual output only. Unlike the mouse
or keyboard, the haptic devices provide native 3D manipulation, which is more
intuitive. Haptic devices were only used in a high-tech applications in the past
(such as space technology and medicine) and hence they were very expensive.
But, nowadays, they are becoming affordable to general public. For example new
Falcon Novint devices are priced at $250 in March 2012.

The mesh is constantly changing due to erosion and user edits. It is difficult
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to maintain a correct force feedback during the geometric changes in the mesh.
Therefore, we define a stable state of the mesh as the state when all mesh updates
have been performed and the mesh has been retriangulated (it is the end of the
graphics loop). The graphics (and geometric) visualization thread has the refresh
rate about 60Hz which is sufficient for eyes, but that is below the required refresh
rate for haptic visualization that is about 1,000Hz. It means that we have to set
the resulting force Fout to the device 1,000 times per second (as a 3D vector).
The device acts in the direction of force vector with the given force amount. The
force is set in newtons. Because of such differences in the refresh rates we use
parallel rendering threads – one for graphics and one for haptic rendering. We
have developed two methods for haptic visualization of TIN surface – the control
point-based method and the triangle normal-based method. The first method is
described in subsequent sections, for the description of second method we refer
reader to our paper [52].

7.4.1 Force computation – control point-based method

We can update the mesh dependent data for haptics only in a stable state. The
data, whose update is fast enough, is the tool position [x, y, z]. The tool move-
ment direction and its velocity is acquired as the difference between two consec-
utive states of the tool.

When we compare refresh rates of both rendering threads we get
1, 000Hz/60Hz ≈ 17. So the haptic thread makes about 17 iterations for
one graphics render. Such a slow communication with the haptic thread is not
optimal, the haptic feedback feels runny for slow framerates. To avoid slow
updates we interpolate the force between two consecutive states of the haptic
thread. This makes the force feedback more smooth.

Force feedback components
The force feedback F consists of two forces – the penetration force FP and the
friction force Fr.

The Fp depends on a tool depth level. A deeper penetration results in a large
force which acts strictly in the vertical direction for the sand and our set of tools.
At it is mentioned in [6], sand settles down quickly, so we can expect nearly
a horizontal surface. It is impossible to feel difference between the physically
accurate penetration force and our simplified version. The real penetration force
is handled by triangle normal-based method method.

A basic physical definition of the friction force is in Equation 7.7. It depends on
the tool velocity – a higher velocity means that the large force acts again tool
movement. Fr also depends on the penetration depth but only in the direction
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of tool movement.

Fr = µ · FN , (7.7)

where µ is the coefficient of friction, which is an empirical property different for
each material, and Fn is the normal force perpendicular to the terrain surface
acting against the tool movement. We use just an approximation of this physical
law.

As the haptic device we use (Phantom Omni) has only a point cursor and our tools
could have a generic shape, we need to map all the forces along the circumfence
of the tool into a single point. As it is described in Section 7.3, our virtual tool
consists of a set of control points. We can compute the correct force feedback in
each individual control point. The force mapping can be roughly computed as a
mean value of these forces (see Equation 7.8). Such approach is not physically
accurate for non-circular tools, but it gives good feedback for the tools we have
tested.

F =

∑N
i=1 Fri + Fpi

N
+ FG, (7.8)

where Fri is the friction force for i-th control point, Fpi is the penetration force
for the given control point, N is the number of control points, and FG is the force
caused by the ”gel effect” (described below).

The force FG is an additional force which acts in the horizontal direction. It is
a haptic effect known as gel effect. It is described e.g. by Lin at al. [33]. The
force depends on the velocity of the tool and acts as a tangent viscosity. Higher
velocity causes the large force acting against the tool movement direction. This
effect very well describes the behavior of real sand and simulates the resistance
of the sand against the fast movement of the tool.

Force computation
Let ztool be the current depth level of the tool, ci the position of i-th tool’s
control point, Pact a current position of the tool, Pold position of the tool in
previous haptic render, and T the vertical force tolerance. If the tool is close to
the terrain surface (the distance of the tool from the terrain surface is smaller
than T ) the force starts to act.

The height difference for the i-th control point is computed according to Equa-
tion 7.9.

∆hi = ztool − zci (7.9)

The force starts to act only when the tool is slightly above the terrain surface
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(the height difference ∆hi > −T ). This tolerance avoids some numerical errors
and provides better force feedback. The direction of the tool movement from the
i-th control point diri is computed according to Equation 7.10.

diri =
ci − Pact

|ci − Pact|
(7.10)

The partial friction force is computed with Equation 7.11.

Fri = −diri ·∆hi ·
FM

2
, (7.11)

where FM is the maximal force allowed by haptic device (10N for the Phantom
Omni). The partial penetration force is computed with Equation 7.12.

Fpi = ∆hi ·
FM

2
(7.12)

For the computation of FG we need the velocity of the tool. It is computed with
Equation 7.13. We expect a constant time interval between the frames (equal to
one).

v = Pold − Pact (7.13)

Now the gel effect force can be computed with Equation 7.14. The zero z coor-
dinate restricts FG to the horizontal direction.

FG = [vx, vy, 0] · FM (7.14)

Now we can compute the mean force F from Equation 7.8.

Before we set the final force Fout to the device we use the above mentioned force
interpolation to smooth any abrupt changes between geometry updates. We have
two counters in haptic rendering thread: the total frame count between the last
two geometry updates itp, and the frame count rendered since the last geometry
update it. The force Fout is computed as Equation 7.15.

Fout = Fold +
F − Fold

itp
· it, (7.15)

where the force F is from Equation 7.8 and Fout is the force F computed before
the last geometry update.

The force Fout is set to the device and acts against the user. When the haptic
cursor does not move, the partial forces in control points are mutually balanced
in the sum.
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Force feedback is smooth and it is almost the same as the real sand. The
penetration force is slightly increased with increasing depth of the tool. The
user must make a significant effort to push the tool to the sides if its depth is
high. If the tool rests, the force components are mutually balanced.
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8 Results

We have implemented our solution described in Section 7 in our testing framework
using C++ with the help of OpenGL library and GLSL. The application runs on
Windows 7 and Linux. All experiments run on a desktop under Windows 7, with
12GB RAM, Intel Core i7 clocked at 3.2GHz, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 580,
with 1.5GB of memory.

8.1 Visual Output

This chapter contains rendered images created using our testing application.

The demonstration of tools changed in runtime is in Figure 8.1. We use two 3D
model user tools (a human footprint described in Section 7.3.4), one for the left
foot and one for the right foot. We can see that the mesh well adapts to the
shape of the footprint.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.1: Two user tools changed in runtime (footsteps), (a) textured model,
(b) wireframe model.

Figure 8.2 contains a half-sphere tool footprints described in Section 7.3.3. This
tool extrudes the material and this material is pushed up to a parabolic shape
which imitates the behavior of a natural sand.

Figure 8.3 is a model of the Crater Lake (Oregon) edited by a tool with the shape
of half-sphere. Crate Lake data has been provided by [23]. This model has about
100k vertices. The model is very dense in the locations with complex shapes,
whereas the flat areas require only a few triangles.
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Figure 8.2: Separated eroded footprints of tool of half-sphere shape with parabolic
material extrusion.

Figure 8.3: A part of Crater Lake model covered by sand. Two canyons in the
bottom-left part are now connected by another path crated by user tool dragging.
The user tool is shown in blue.

8.2 Measurements

This chapter contains several memory and performance measurements and com-
parison with the grid-based framework created by B. Benes. We have published
the same results in [51]. The graph in Figure 8.4a shows comparison of the fram-
erate of the mesh-based and grid-based methods as a function of mean terrain
approximation error. This error has been computed as the absolute volume dif-
ference between an exact model (with large difference in detail) and the mesh
approximation model. Mesh-based solution is faster when there is a large dif-
ference in detail, such as a terrain which is mostly monotonous and in one part,
high level of detail is needed. The grid-based approach was not able to achieve
as low error as the mesh-based approach with the same framerate.
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The framerate of our implementation as a function of mesh size and framerate of
grid-based method for the same number of vertices are reported in Figure 8.4b.
Both solutions worked here on a model with uniform distribution of vertices
and uniform level of detail. Mesh-based solution is slower for the same number
of vertices, because terrain features are uniformly distributed along the whole
terrain model and the triangle distribution in the mesh is close to the grid.

The memory requirements of the mesh-based method compared to the grid-based
approach as the function of the model resolution is shown in Figure 8.4c. Vertices
in the triangulation are uniformly distributed. Our solution has higher memory
requirements than the grid if the data is uniformly distributed and level of detail
is the same at the whole terrain because of the triangulation data structures
overhead.

In the next experiment, we show a terrain model with large difference in detail
and we compare the number of vertices needed in grid-based and mesh-based
approach. Both models describe the same level of detail. The detail is measured
using the mean terrain error. Memory consumption comparison can be seen in
Figure 8.4d and required vertices count for the given detail as in Figure 8.4e.
For models with non-uniformly distributed data the adaptive solution performs
better in terms of memory requirements.

We have also tested our approach in the user experiment to verify fidelity and
usability of material simulation and editing [52]. The number of test participants
was 24, a suitable number as described by Tiest and Kappers [61]. The charac-
teristics of the age Ag of participants are: Ag = 31.32 years, med(Ag) = 25,
mod(Ag) = 24, σAg = 14.52, min(Ag) = 20 years, and max(Ag) = 72 years.

Our experiment consists of four parts (A, B, C, and D) and each part has some
number of questions (A and B have eight questions, C two questions and D has
one question). In the part A the user is a kind of ”blind”. He cannot see the
material he is touching and he has to choose a correct answer from the list of
available materials. Results of this experiment are in Table 8.1 as a percentual
correctness (Co). The best result had the glass followed by wool and tiles. It
shows that the materials with low friction have better correctness.

The part B contains both graphics and haptic visualization of materials and the
user has to evaluate his satisfaction with the force feedback E from 1 to 5, where
E = 1 means the best and E = 5 the worst sense. There were also eight questions.
The results are also in Table 8.1 in the row ”eval.”. Surprisingly, the best marks
were collected for sand, wood, and asphalt – materials with higher friction.

In the part C the user has to guess which continent outline, covered by some
of available materials, is touched. There were two questions C1 and C2. The
experiment C1 has correctness 83.33% (Africa), C2 has 54.17% (Australia).

The part D contains a sense evaluation of deformable terrain mesh model. User
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Figure 8.4: Measurement results.
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Table 8.1: Relative ratios of recognition of all tested materials. Correct answers
are in bold. The row eval. contains satisfaction evaluation of the users (1 – means
the best, 5 – means the worst). Rows A1-A8 correspond to part A and contain
the percentual correctness of answers Co.

asphalt cloth wood wool glass sand concrete tiles

eval. 1.83 1.88 1.42 2.92 2.50 1.33 2.38 2.33

A1 45.83% 4.17% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 29.17 0.00%
A2 4.17% 29.17% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 12.50% 0.00%
A3 4.17% 16.67% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 12.50% 16.67% 12.50%
A4 4.17% 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
A5 4.17% 8.33% 0.00% 4.17% 70.83% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
A6 16.67% 8.33% 4.17% 0.00% 0.00% 41.67% 12.50% 4.17%
A7 25.00% 4.17% 16.67% 4.17% 0.00% 8.33% 20.83% 8.33
A8 0.00% 8.33% 4.17% 4.17% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 62.50%

has to edit the model in some way and to evaluate the editing. Available shapes
are @, �, and©. There was only one question D1. The average sense evaluation
of the experiment D1 was 2.75 (D1 ∈< 1; 5 >).

We have measured random variables such as the age and the sex of participants
and we have found interesting correlations. Let the Ag be the random variable
of age, Co the vector of response correctness of all participants, E the mean
evaluation vector for all materials, and S the sex of participants. Then the
correlation ρAg,Co = −0.33 means that the participants with higher age performed
more wrong answers than younger ones. ρE,Co = 0.50 means that materials which
had better evaluation had worse correctness, and finally ρS,Co = 0.02 shows that
the correctness of the answers does not depend on the sex of participants.

Subjectively, the most entertaining questions for the participants were those to
guess something (parts A, and C). Most of the test participants were students, so
they took this quiz as a funny competition. The question which was also favored
was D1, where participants had to create something.
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9 Future Work

Our framework is in a mature state, however, in the near future we want to
incorporate simulation of different materials in the terrain. Our erosion algorithm
should handle it without major modifications. This could be probably done in
such a way that the talus angle will not be constant any more, but it will differ
for each vertex. The most challenging part will be modeling of interfaces between
materials. For rigid materials the interface is simply some edge in the mesh, but
viscous or granular materials do not have fixed boundaries. We would also like
to develop a new types of erosion which will work with TIN.

The haptic visualization has to be improved much more. Each material should
have a special label which will be stored in the mesh. We are preparing a gen-
eral purpose haptic library which allows to simulate different materials on our
mesh. Next problem could be with graphics visualization of solid materials. On
the boundaries of two granular materials we could simply interpolate material
properties. But for the boundaries of for example solid rock and a sand we have
to choose more sophisticated approach. We propose a weighted interpolation for
both graphics and haptic visualization.

Our erosion algorithm is probably able to simulate directional erosion (without an
auxiliary particle system and solving Navier-Stokes equations) just by adjusting
the erosion radius rs along the eroded vertex. We want to implement and test
this generalization, which could be used to simulate wind erosion in a restricted
area (e.g., to model sand dunes).

Apparent extension of our method is a multi-layered surface model in the manner
presented by Benes at al. [4]. Unlike the grid layers in triangulated terrain there
could be problems in the communication between the terrain layers, because cells
in different layers may not correspond with each other. Solving of this problem
in real-time could be challenging.

The Holy Grail of terrain modeling is to create an interactive 3D terrain model.
There were some attempts to develop such a method, but, nowadays, there is no
interactive fully 3D method, which allows to handle both user edits and erosion.
We want to develop such a method, but this 3D version will be probably done
by another team member.
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10 Conclusion

We have presented the current state of the art for sand-covered terrain modeling,
some related general terrain modeling papers, necessary geometry know-how, and
a few related methods for haptic visualization of terrains.

We have also presented our novel approach for interactive sand-covered terrain
modeling. Our model is based on the adaptive Delaunay triangulation. The
triangulated model allows to achieve any desired level of detail, and if the details
exist only locally we can save a great of amount memory. In the triangulated
terrain there are also no shape restrictions for user tools or the terrain features.
However, our method has a certain overhead in the erosion computation and mesh
updates. According to measurements the grid approach is beneficial for terrains
with uniform level of detail and for applications which require global edits, such
as a falling rain. Overall, the adaptive nature of our algorithm makes it suitable
for interactive editing operations.

The developed solution is general enough to incorporate different materials, ad-
vanced physics for material relocation, and more sophisticated user editing tools.
Also the proposed solution for visualization of multiple haptic materials is unique.
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